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The Boss 1 is a square bale processor that mounts on your skidsteer or tractor loader combining adaptabil-
ity with accessibility. Now you can feed and bed in the tight spots that are nearly impossible to get to with a 
trail behind processor. From feeding to bedding, this hydraulically driven processor is ready to take charge.

The unique loader-mount design means you can raise the Boss 1 above gates and pens giving you greater 
control of where the bale ends up. The versatility of a loader mounted unit makes operating it easier and 
more comfortable. Because the Boss 1 is upfront, loading bales is quick and simple, just Scoop N’ Go.
 
The Boss 1 handles mid size square bales up to 8 feet long. By simply adjusting the distribution chute your 
Boss 1 is now ready to go from bedding straw, to fence-line feeding, to filling bunkers, to windrowing large 
bales for rebaling. 
 
Put hard work behind you and get a Boss 1 upfront.

The aggressive dual top 
paddle rollers make sure 
you get a consistent feed 
of the bale.

This optional beater assists 
with the processing of 3 x 4 
bales.

The Boss I has 12 flails to 
provide consistent processing 
performance.

The variable position chute 
allows you to go from 
bedding, to feeding, to 
windrowing.

A quick attach makes 
connections a breeze.

The adjustable hydraulic 
drive gives you total 
control of bale prcoessing.

SOMETIMES HAVING ALL YOUR WORK 
AHEAD OF YOU IS A GOOD THING.

SPECIFICATIONS BALE BOSS 1
Min hyd. flow 18 gpm*
Weight 1200 lbs
Width 122”
Length 58”
Height 52”

Bale sizes
32”x34” and 34”x48”, 
up to 96” long

* for optimal spreading performance high 
flow is recommended

OPTIONAL THIRD BEATER FLAIL ROTOR ADJUSTABLE CHUTE
SKIDSTEER/LOADER 

MOUNT
DUAL TOP PADDLE 

ROLLERS HYDRAULIC DRIVE
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The BOSS 2 is the perfect tool for all of your Square bale processing needs. From bedding to 
feeding, the BOSS 2 can manage it all.

The BOSS 2 is fully adjustable to fit 3’x3’, 3’x4’ and 4’x4’ square bales, up to 9’ long monsters. The 
adjustable distribution chute allows the same machine to bed livestock with bales of straw then feed 
into bunkers or windrows with only a quick adjustment. The adjustments don’t stop there. The BOSS 2 
is also equipped with adjustable cutting knives that help to further chop up bedding material for a finer 
and more consistent spread.

The hydraulic feed is also adjustable, allowing you to control the flow and speed of feeding. The 
flail roller is PTO-driven and adaptable to either 540 or 1000 RPMs, while the upper paddle roller is 
hydraulically controlled and also fully adjustable. The hydraulic self-loading forks allow you to load one 
bale and have another standing by ready to go.

The adjustable cutting knives can 
be raise to further process material 
cutting it as small as 4.5 inches for 
more uniform bedding material.

All hydraulics on the BOSS are 
adjustable so you can find the 
perfect combination of speed 
and material for your application.

The adjustable belt tensioner 
allows simple worry free 
servicing of the main drive.

The adjustable chute 
allows you to quickly 
change between fence line 
feeding, bunker feeding, 
or windrowing - all with 
precise control.

The paddle roller feeds the top 
portion of the bale into the flail.  
Height and speed adjustments 
allow for different sized bales.

LEAVE IT TO THE BOSS.

TOP PADDLE ROLLER
ADJUSTABLE CUTTING 

KNIVES ADJUSTABLE HYDRAULICS BELT TENSIONER
ADJUSTABLE

DISTRIBUTION CHUTE

SPECIFICATIONS BALE BOSS 2
HP Required 80-180
Tire 12.5L x 15
Weight 3860 lbs
Width 143”
Height 93”
Length 130”

PTO 540 or 1000 RPM
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SPECIFICATIONS SPEARS WITH
CUTTING KNIVES BALE SHREDDER DUAL APRON CHAINS APRON CHAIN 

DRIVE SYSTEM

SPECIFICATIONS BALE BOSS 4
Overall Length 28’
Overall Width 12.5’
Bale Bed Length 17’
Bale Bed Width 8’
Shipping Weight 11000 lbs
Bale Bed Picks Up 4 - 4’x4’ bales

Shredder Deck Accepts 4’x4’x9’ (removed for shipping)

Tires Tandem Lug Tires 12.4x24x8

Adjustable Tongue Height Yes

Providing increased capacity the Bale Boss 4 can carry up to four 4’x4’x9’.  The bales are 
easily loaded with the hydraulic self loading deck.  Raise the deck to spear your stack then 
lower it back into postion.  Equipped with dual apron chains the hydraulically driven drive 
system simultaneously powers two apron chains, ensuring that the bales glide across the 
deck and into the awaiting shredder.


